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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space X. 
A mapping T: C --, C is said to be uniformly k-Lipschitzian if 
for all x, y in C and each n = 1, 2, . . . Goebel and Kirk [2] first studied 
these mappings and they proved that such T has a fixed point if C is a 
closed bounded convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X and 
k <k* (k* is the unique solution of the equation (1 - a,( l/k*)) k* = 1 
with 6,( .) being the modulus of convexity of X). Lifschitz [S] showed that 
in a Hilbert space I& a uniformly k-Lipschitzian mapping T with k -c 21j2 
has a fixed point. Lim [6,7] and Lim et al. [8] extended Goebel-Kirk’s 
theorem in Lp spaces. Recently, Downing and Ray [l] and Ishihara and 
Takahashi [3] verified that Lifschitz’s theorem is valid for uniformly 
Lipschitzian semigroups in Hifbert spaces. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove fixed point theorems for a 
uniformly k-Lipschitzian semigroup in uniformly convex Banach spaces 
which is left reversible or for which the space of right uniformly continuous 
functions on the semigroup has a left invariant mean. The results generalize 
those of Downing and Ray [l], Lau [4], Lim [6,7], and Ishihara and 
Takahashi [3]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND LEMMAS 
Let X be a Banach space. Then the modulus of convexity of X is 
defined as ax(s) = inf{ 1 - i (Ix + y\[ :x, y E B, and 11x - yll 2 cl, where 
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B, = {X E X: llxll < I} is the closed unit ball of X. We recall that X is said 
to have the modulus of convexity of power type p 3 2 (and A’ is said to be 
p-uniformly convex) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
6X(&) 2 CEP for 0<E<2. 
In this section we establish some inequalities which play key roles in 
the proofs of the main results (Theorems 1 and 2 below) of this paper, 
which also have applications in strongly unique best approximation (cf. 
P, 11, 121). 
LEMMA 1. Let X he a un$ormly convex Banach space. Then for any 
p > 1, there exists a continuous nondecreasing function ‘pp: [0, GO) := 
Rf-+R+ with q,(O) = 0 and = q,(t) > 0 for t > 0 such that 
/Itx+(l -t)yllP<t IlxllP+(l-t) IlylIP- ~pwcpp(lI~-yll) (2.1) 
for all x, y in B, and t in (0, l), and 
- w,(tN ll-4l ” II Yll IP vp (,I16 i r;:,,> (2.2) 
for all x, y in X not both zero and t in (0, l), where W,(t) = 
t( 1 - t)” + t”( 1 - t) and a v b = max(a, b) for real numbers a and b. 
Proof By results of Zalinescu [ 14, Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.31, the 
functional )I I( p is uniformly convex on BX and therefore we have for 
0<&<2 
(~~(6) := inf tllxllP+(~-t)llyllP-IItx+(~-~)yllP >. 
W,(t) > ’ 
where the inlimun is taken over all x, y in B, with (Ix - yll 2 E and t in 
(0, 1). It is easy to see that cp,( .) is continuous and nondecreasing. We also 
see that the inequality (2.1) is valid for all x, y in B, and t in (0, 1) by 
definition of ‘pp. Now for x, y in X not both zero, replacing x, y in (2.1) by 
.M4l ” llvll) and y/(llxll ” IIYII), respectively, we obtain the inequality 
(2.2) and the proof is complete. 
Since X is p-uniformly convex if and only if there exists a constant d > 0 
such that (PJE) > dcp for 0 -=c E < 2, we have the following 
COROLLARY 1 (Prus and Smarzewski [ 11, Lemma 2.1)). Let X be a 
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p-uniformly convex Banach space. Then there exists a constant d > 0 such 
that 
IItx+(1-t)Yllwt w+(l-4 iiYiIp-d~p(t) II=YIIP (2.3) 
for all x, y in X and t in (0, 1). 
Now let G be a semitopological semigroup; i.e., G is a semigroup with a 
Hausdorff topology such that for each a E G the mappings s + a. s and 
s -+ s . a from G to G are continuous. Denote by C(G) the Banach space of 
bounded continuous real valued functions on G. Then for f~ C(G) and 
a E G, we define (I,f)(s) =f(as) and (r,f)(s) =f(sa) for all s E G. If X is a 
closed subspace of C(G) containing constants and Z,(X) s X for all a E G, 
then me X* is called a left invariant mean if Jim II = m( 1) = 1 and 
m(l,f) = m(f) for all a E G andfE X. Let RUC(G) be the space of bounded 
right uniformly continuous functions on G, i.e., all f f C(G) such that the 
function a + r,f is continuous when C(G) has the norm topology. Then 
RUC(G) is a closed translation invariant subalgebra of C(G) containing 
constants (see [9] for more details). Let {x,:s E G} be a bounded family 
of elements of X. Then, as in the proof of Lau [4, Lemma 3.41, we have for 
each p > 1 and x in X that the function h(s) := IIx, - XII p is in RUC(G). For 
a mean m on RUC(G), we denote by m, /lx,-xjlp the value of m at the 
function h. 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a closed convex subset of a p-untformly convex 
Banach space X, m a left invariant mean on RUC(G), and (x, :s E G} a 
bounded family of elements of X. Then there exists a unique element z E C 
such that 
m, II~,--zll~~m, 11x,-xllP-d llx-zllp (2.4) 
for all x E C, where the constant d is as in Corollary 1. 
Proof. Since X is uniformly convex, there exists a unique element z E C 
such that 
f(z) = y$f(xX 
where f(x) = m, JIx, - xl1 p. We have from Corollary 1 
lIz+t(x-z)-xx,IIP<t Ilx-x,I~P+(l-t)(~-xX,)~P-dWp(t) I(x-zllp 
for all x E C, t E (0, 1 ), and s E G. It then follows that 
o<f(z+t(x-z))-f(Z)<f(X)-f(Z)- w+lx-zllP 
t t 
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for x E C and t E (0, 1). By taking the limit as t + 0, we arrive at the desired 
inequality (2.4) and the proof is complete. 
3. THE RESULTS 
Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space X, let G 
be a semitopological semigroup, and let 9 = { T, :s E G} be a family of self- 
mappings of C into itself. Then SF is said to be a uniformly k-Lipschitzian 
semigroup on C if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T,,(x) = T, T,s(x) for t, s E G and x E C; 
(ii) the mapping (s, X) -+ T,(x) from G x C into C is continuous 
when G x C has the product topology; 
(iii) I(T,x--T,yll<kIlx-yll forx,yECandsEG. 
Now we prove a fixed point theorem for uniformly k-Lipschitzian semi- 
groups in a p-uniformly convex Banach space. In the Hilbert space setting 
this theorem was proved by Ishihara and Takahashi [3], 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a p-un$ormly 
convex Banach space X and let 9 = { T,Y :s E G} be a uniformly 
k-Lipschitzian semigroup on C with k < (1 + d)‘jP and d being as in 
Corollary 1. Suppose that ( T,x, : s E G} is bounded for some x0 E C and that 
RUC(G) has a left invariant mean. Then there exists a ZE C such that 
T,z = z for all s E G. 
Proof: Let m be a left invariant mean on RUC(G). Then, by Lemma 2, 
we can inductively define a sequence Ix”},, &, in C such that 
m, IITrx,~I-x,IIP~m, I/~,~,~~-~llP-~ll~-~,llP (3.1) 
for x E C and n = 1, 2, . . . 
Putting x= TSx, into (3.1), we have 
dIITsx,-~,IIP~m, IITtx,~I-Tsx,IIP-m, lIT,~,-~-x,ll~ 
=mr IIT,,-L~-T,~,II~--~ llT~,~~-x,Il~ 
<(kP--l)m, llT,~,~~-x,Il~ 
and hence 
kP-1 
m, IITsx,-x,IIp~- d m, /IT~,~,-x,ll~. (3.2) 
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Inserting x = Tp,- , into (3.1) and in a similar way to above, we obtain 
m, IlT,~,-~-x,ll~~ sdm, lIT,xn.-I-xn-I IIp. (3.3) 
Combining (3.2) and (3.3) yields 
m, IIT,~,-x,IIp~ 
kp(kp - 1) 
d(1 +d) m, IIT,L~-x~~~II~~~~ 
where A = kp(kp - 1 )/d( 1 + d) < 1 since k < (1 + d)““. It follows that 
/Ix,-L~ lIPGm,Wn- T,xnpl II + IITP,-~ -xnpl 11)” 
G2Pp1h lb,- T,L~ ll”+m, IITtxnpI -xnpl II”) 
d2P~‘(1+kp/(l+d))m,l~T,x,~,-x,-,IIP 
d2PP’(1+kp/(l+d))A”-1m, IIT,xO-xo~IP, 
which shows that {xn > is Cauchy. Let z = lim, _ m x,. Then for each s E G 
we have 
llz- Tszll’G Ok-x,II + /Ix,- Ts-4 + IIT,x,- T,zII)~ 
G ((1 + k) lb-x, II + lb, - Tsx, II )” 
62P-‘((l +k)” llz-xx,/Ip+ 11x,- Tsx,IIp)--*O 
as n + co. Therefore T,rz = z for all s E G. The proof is complete. 
Next by using the method similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1, we 
extend Downing and Ray’s theorem in [l] to p-uniformly convex Banach 
spaces. A semitopological semigroup G is said to be left reversible if any 
two closed right ideals have nonvoid intersection. In this case, (G, < ) is a 
directed system when the binary relation “ < ” on G is defined by a < b if - 
and only if {u} uzz {b} ubG. 
Let {x, :a E S} be a bounded net in a uniformly convex Banach space X 
and C a nonempty closed convex subset of X. For a fixed p > 1, let us set 
r(x)= inf sup llx,-xljp 
bGS a2b 
and 
r=inf{r(x):xEC). 
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Then we have a unique point z E C (called the asymptotic center of the net 
{x0} in C) such that T(Z) = r. E xactly as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have 
the following 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a p-untformly convex Banach space for some p > 1. 
Then, we have 
r(z) < r(x) -d 11x - zIJ p 
for all x E C, where the constant d is as in Corollary 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a p-untformly convex Banach space for some 
p > 1, C a nonempty closed convex subset of X, and 9 = {T, :s E G > a 
untformly k-Lipschitzian semigroup on C with k < (1 + d)“” and d the 
constant in Corollary 1. Suppose that G is left reversible and ( T.Vx,:s E G} 
is bounded for some x0 in C. Then there exists an element z E C such that 
T,(z) = z for every s E G. 
Proof Define a sequence {x,} c C in the following way: x,, , is the 
asymptotic center of the net { TSx,} in C. Then, by Lemma 3, we have for 
XE C and n = 1, 2, . . . 
d IIxn+ I - XII p Q inf sup )I T,x, - XII p - inf sup II T,x, -x, + 1 II p. 
s ,,3 5 ,>S 
Noting the inequality 
(3.4) 
infsup /IT,y-xllP<infsup I)T,,y-xilp 
s I 2 s s ,>S 
is valid for all x, y E C and every a E G, we get from (3.4) 
4lx,+~-Taxn+l I( p < inf sup I( T,x, - T,x, + 1 (I p - inf sup II T,x, - x, + 1 II p 
J ,2S s *as 
< inf sup I/ T,,x, - Tax,+, (I p - inf sup II TIxn - x, + 1 II p 
s r>s s f 3 s 
<(kP-1)infsup I)T,x,-~,+~li~ 
s ,SS 
d (kP - 1) inf sup I/ T,x, - x, I/ p. 
s ,a3 
Then as in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that the sequence {x”} 
converges in norm to some element z E C for which T,(z) = z for each s E G. 
The proof is complete. 
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Remark 1. Since a Hilbert space H is 2-uniformly convex and the 
identity 
holds for all x, y E H and t E (0, 1 ), we have the following 
COROLLARY 2 (Downing-Ray [l] and Ishihara and Takahashi [3]). 
Let C be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let 9 = { T, :s E G} 
be a uniformly k-Lipschitzian semigroup on C with k < 2’12. Suppose that 
there is x,, E C such that { T,x,} is bounded and that either G is left reversible 
or the space RUC(G) has a left invariant mean, Then there is some ZE C 
such that T,Jz) = z for every s E G. 
Remark 2. Since for Lp spaces, 1 <p < 00, we have (cf. [6, 8, 121) 
/Itx+(l -f)Yll”Gt Ilxll”+(l-t) IIYIIY-gK/(~) II-Yl14 
for all x, y E Lp and t E (0, l), where q = max(2, p), W,(t) = 
t4(l-t)+t(l-t)Y, and 
(1 +bP-I)/(1 +b)r-l if 2<p<co, c 
P 
P-l if 1 <p < 2, 
with b being the unique solution of the equation 
As a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2, we have 
COROLLARY 3. Let C be a nonempty closed subset of Lp, 1 < p < 00, G 
a semitopological semigroup which is left reversible or for which RUC(G) has 
a left invariant mean, and F = (T,:sE G) a untformly k-Lipschitzian semi- 
group on C with k < p “2z~1<pQ20rk<(1+(1+bP-1)/(l+b)P~’)1~pif 
2 < p < cc (b is as above). Suppose that there is some X~E C such that 
{ T,x, : s E G } is bounded. Th en there exists an element z E C such that 
T,(z) = z for each s E G. 
Remark 3. As remarked in [3,4], there exist topological semigroups 
for which RUC(G) (or even C(G)) has a left invariant mean and yet G is 
not left reversible. Hence the conditions “RUC(G) has a left invariant 
mean“ and “G is left reversible” are, in general, independent. Also, when G 
is discrete, “RUC(G) has a left invariant mean” implies “G is left revers- 
ible,” so in this case Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. 
409’152’2-7 
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